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Summary of the Habilitation Thesis 

 

The economic theory, empirical evidence as well as financial market realities, are part of a relevant 

transformational process, within the 2008 post financial global crisis. As I have finished my PhD. 

thesis in 2008, my research objectives and interests are mainly anchored, within the dynamics and 

changing circumstances of a new European governance financial system. 

My research contribution focus on identifying and analyzing the most relevant outcomes of the 

2008 global financial crisis, the new regulatory impact, at macroeconomic prudential policy 

level as well as microeconomic supervisory level, the new banking business models and new 

relationship paradigm, developed between banks, customers, regulatory authorities. Banking 

represents the main funding channel for economy, in Romania as well as in Europe. 

A special contribution is expressed by approaching a complex problematique, with a high 

relevance for the global, European, regional but also for the Romanian financial landscape: 

banking business sustainability and the connection with the real economy. Key changing 

drivers are studied and analyzed, impacting financial and banking markets: digitalization of 

financials services and the profound transformational process, of “greening” the financial industry. 

My contribution is approaching the newest, most “sensible” and strategic topics, within the 

financial and banking industry, examining, in a scientific manner, innovation in the financial 

industry. 

The habilitation thesis named “Banks, customers, risks and real economy – a sustainable 

alchemy?” represent a well-documented set of “collections and interconnections”, of the most 

important scientific, professional and academic achievements, realized after obtaining the PhD. 

title in 2008.  

The habilitation thesis extracts and harmonizes, my scientific contribution, that enrich the 

economic literature, with more than 35 publications, targeting, in an integrated manner, banks, 

risks, customers, reflecting the dynamics of the transition process towards a different new economy 



– the bioeconomy. The impact of the publications (as author and co-author) is expressed, 

selectively, by 7 published papers in ISI ranked journals, 4 published books, out of which three 

specialty books,  more than 110 citations in the relevant literature.  

The structure of the habilitation thesis, tailored to reflect, the value added of the research 

contribution, implies three interconnected parts: I. Scientific, professional and academic results 

and achievements; II. Professional, scientific and academic career evolution and development 

planning; III. References, as support for the elaboration of the habilitation thesis. 

The first part, on scientific, professional and academic results and achievements is assembled on 

two thematic directions: disciplinary thematic direction and interdisciplinary thematic 

direction.  

The disciplinary thematic direction examines a selection of my research contributions, within the 

main three thematic areas: the bank products and services thematic area, the governance /risk 

management/ internal audit thematic area and the management of customer relationships /banking 

marketing thematic area. 

The interdisciplinary thematic direction presents a selection of research contributions realized by 

connecting all three or each two of the thematic areas approached. A special output for the 

interdisciplinary direction is the approach on mainstream topics, of high relevance for the 

academia, for the banking industry as well as for the policy implications.  This section of the 

habilitation thesis connects the main three thematic areas with mainstream topics, providing as 

well, a documented contribution over the impact and future perspective.  

The first part includes also a selection of conclusions, adding interpretation and insight over the 

research results. 

The vision (reflection of the main research areas) and contribution of my habilitation thesis 

are encapsulated in two relevant figures, designed at the beginning of the thesis, reflected based 

on the structure of the thesis. The main three thematic areas are representing the core of the 

disciplinary direction as well as the main points of reference for the interdisciplinary direction. 

The main three thematic areas: a) bank products and services, b) governance/risk management and 

internal audit, c) management of customer relationships in banking / banking marketing, are 

similar to the main courses and didactic interests, designed and lectured within the educational 

activity at the university.  



The three thematic areas are also reflecting the core of the banking business, emphasizing the 

relevant mixture of my contribution, as scientific, academic and connected with my personal 

expertise and banking professional career. From the “production / manufacturing”/creation/ 

development of banking products and services, to the governance systems and management of the 

bank activity, management of the related risks, towards the selling/marketing of the products to 

the customers, screening the customer experience with scientific and professional tools, techniques 

and instruments. This new “value chain”, consistently addressed, within my research work is of 

high interest for academia, for macroeconomic and microeconomic policies and future 

implications. 

The selection of conclusions, from the first part of the thesis, propose as well, the answer to the 

strategic question, reflected in the title of the thesis: “Banks, customers, risks and real economy- a 

sustainable alchemy?”. Every individual concept from the title and their complex interconnections 

are investigated within the research contributions.  

The research methodologies proposed, both a qualitative and a quantitative approach, using the 

analysis, the affiliation of ideas, the retrospection, the perspective, the statistical and econometrical 

methods and instruments.  

I have also transferred into my research studies and publications, my valuable know-how and 

expertise, gained while acting in various management positions within the central bank or 

commercial banks. I was actively involved in the coordination of strategic financial and banking 

projects, I was participating to high level international forums, conferences, seminars, and training 

programs, held by the most representative international financial institutions, think tanks and 

research centers. Among those institutions, selectively: International Monetary Fund, World Bank, 

European Central Bank, Banque de France, Bank for International Settlements, Eurofi, Bruegel 

Institute, European Banking Authority, Deutsche Bundesbank, New York Federal Reserve. For 

the interpretation of the results, indicators, output from the specific reports and studies, I have used 

data, methodologies, best practice, developed by specialized institutions and scientific bodies. 

The second part of the habilitation thesis includes the evolution and development planning of my 

scientific, professional, and academic career, as well as the main research directions and potential 

implementation plans, examining: 1) the educational / didactic activity; 2) the research activity; 3) 

the professional activity in banking industry, as support for the educational and research activities; 

4) harmonization of the educational/didactic and research activities. 



The second part of the thesis reflects the convergence of my didactic and research activities. 

The third part of the habilitation thesis includes the most important references, split in two parts:  

own research contributions and other books, articles, studies, reports, support for preparing the 

thesis. 

The future steps within my professional, scientific and academic career, are connected with the 

knowhow and expertise aquired. The main pillars are the educational/didactic activity and research 

activity. They are backed and supported by my professional banking activity, providing Value 

Added to the students, academic and research communities.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


